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OVERRINGS OF KRULL ORDERS
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Introduction. Recently, one of the authors introduced a Krull order R
in a simple artinian ring £)[6], that is, R is called Krull if the following conditions
hold:

(Kl) R= Π i&Ri Π S(R), where J?, and S(R) are essential overrings of Λ(see
[6] for the definition), and S(R) is the Asano overring of R;

(K2) each R{ is a noetherian, local, Asano order in O, and S(R) is a noe-
therian, simple ring;

(K3) if c is any regular element of Ry then cR^Ri for only finitely many
ί in / and Rkc^=Rk for only finitely many k in /.

The fundamental properties of Krull orders were studied in [6]. Let P
be the set of all prime e -ideals of R and P0 any subset of P. Then, in §1, we
shall show that an order T= Π pς=pQRp Π S(R) is also Krull and, in particular, T
is an Λί-order in the sense of Cozzens and Sandomierski [1], if we take PQ to
be the set of all invertible prime ideals of R. In §2 we apply the results of

§ 1 to the case where R is a D-order in a central simple algebra, where D is a
unique factorization domain. §3 is devoted to state an example of a maximal
order which has the noninvertible prime s -ideals.

1. Overrings of Krull orders. Let R be an order in a simple artinian
ring Q. A right Λ-submodule X of Q is called a right R-ideal, if aR^X^bR
for units a,b in Q. A left R-ideal and a two-sided R-ideal are defined by the
similar way. An ί?-ideal in R is simply called an ideal. For a one-sided R-
ideal X of R, put Or(X)={x^Q\ XxdX}, Ol(X)={x^Q\ xXc:X}, X~l=
{xtΞQ\ XxXdX} = {xtΞQ', Xx^Ol(X)} = {x^Q\ xXc.Or(X)}y and X*=

X'1"1. X is called a v-ideal (invertible ideal), if X=X*(R=XX~l=χ-lX).
We state some results in [6] concerning Krull orders. Let J? be a Krull

order in a simple artinian ring Q. R is a maximal order [6, Proposition 2.1],
Let PI be a unique maximal ideal of R{. Then Pi=P/

i Γ(R is a prime z -ideal of

R(cf. [4, Lemma 1.5]), P^Rfi [3, Proposition 1.1], and Ri=RPi, where RPi

is the localization of R at P, , that is, RPί= {xy~l^Q\ x<=R,y^C(Pt)} with

C(Pf )= { yetf y+P,. is a regular element of R/P}.
Let P= {Pi\ /e/} be the sec of all prime ^-ideals of R(cf. [4, Proposition
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1.7]), PO any subset of P, and T= Π P(=P0RP Π S(R). In order to show that T is
Krull, we prepare some definitions and lemmas. We sometimes drop the index
i of P, eP for abbreviation.

Throughout this section, R is a Krull order in a simple artiman ring Q.
Let M be a subset of Q. Then M is called a π£fe /?-*££, if M is a right

jR-module and contains a regular element of Q. We put Mr= U /*, where 7
ranges over the set of all right J?-ideals which are contained in M. M is called
closed if Mr=M. By the similar way we define a left R-set and a closed left
R-set. Let ^4 be a right e -ideal and B a left s -ideal. Then we define AoB=

(AB)*(cf. [5]).

Lemma 1.1. The following statements hold for right R-sets M,N.

(i) Mr is a right R-set which contains M.
(ii) IfNc:M3thenNr^Mr.

(iii)
(iv) If I is a right R-ideal, then 7Γ=7*.

(v) (fir
(vi) 7/ M is closed, then M= Γ\ P<=PMRP Π MS(R).
In the following } we assume M,N to be closed and A,B v-ideals. Let MoA=

U X°A, where X ranges over the set of all right v-ideals which are contained in M.

(vii) MoA=(MA)r.
(viii) (MoA)oB=Mo(AoB).

(ix) Mo(AΓ(B)=MoAΓ(MoB.

Proof, (i) and (ii) are easily proved, (iii); It holds that x^(Mr)r if and
only if there is a right 7?-ideal 7cMr such that x^I*. Since we can take 7 to
be finitely generated by [6, proposition 2.1], I=alR-\ ----- \-akR with a^Mr.

Thus, there are right Λ-ideals 7,cM such that ag.e7f(i=l,--,A). We have

(/H ----- h/»)*=(JfH ----- |-7f)*c7* by [5, Lemma 2] and /H ----- f-7,cM. Hence

Γ, that is, (Mr)r=Mr. (iv) is easily proved, (v); L holds that (Mr

if arid only if there is a right jR-ideal 7 such that Ic:MrΓ(Nr and x^I*. We

have I*=IrCL(Mr)r=Mr and, similarly, 7*C^r. Hence #<Ξ7*cMr Π Nr. (vi);
Let ΛJe Π p^pMRp Π MS(R) be a regular element, Then we have secP^M for

and xBc:M for a nonzero ideal 7?. If we put ^Γ=Σ^PΛ+JS, then
-X'S(/?)CJΪ'* by [6, Proposition 2.1 and 3, Corollary 4.2]. Thus

R=X* and xexX*=(xX)*=xXrc:Mr=M. Hence ΠMRPΓ(MS(R)=M by
[3, Lemma 2.2]. (vii); Let X be a right z -ideal in M. Then XoA=(XA)*=

(XA)rd(MA)r. Conversely, if x<=(MA)r, then x^I* for a finitely generated
right 7?-ideal IdMA. By the same way as (iii) we have 7*C XoA for a right
ϋ-ideal X in M. Hence #<ΞMoA (viii); It holds that (XoA)oB= ((XA)B)*
=(X(AB))*=X°(AB)*=Xo(AoB) for a right ϋ-ideal X Hence (MoA)oB
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=Mo(AoB). (ix); By [5, Lemma 3] the lattice anti-isomorphism between the
set of right ^-ideals and one of left τ -ideals yields the proof of (ix).

Let PO be an arbitrary subset of P, T= Γ\ PGp0Rp Π S(R), F= {XdR; X is a
light Λ-ideal such that XRP=RP for every P<ΞP0 and XS(R)=S(R)}, and
F,= {YdR] Y is a left Λ-ideal such that RPY=RP for every P<ΞP0 and S(R)Y
= S(R)}. In the following, the notation provided above will be preserved.

Lemma 1.2. F is a right additive topology on R and RF=T. Similarly,
Ft is a left additive topology on R and T=RFr

Proof. To show that F is a right additive topology, we shall prove the

followings [10] :
(i) If X<EΞF and refl, then r~lX= {*<=#; rx^X} GΞF.

(ii) If Y is a right ideal and X<=F such that aΓ1 YeF for all #<Ξ X, then

(i); Considering the fact XRP= RP<=*C(P) Π^ΓΦφ and XS(R)=S(R)<*X
contains a nonzero ideal we can show r~lX^F by the right Ore condition of

C(P). (ii); We have RP^YRP^χξ=xx(χ-1Y)RP=?,x<=χxRP=XRp=RP, and
then RP= YRP. Similarly, S(R)= YS(R) which implies Y^F. If XEΞF, then
χ-ι^χ-1-Γ^ nχ-iRpnχ-ιS(R)=ΓίRPnS(R)=T. ThusΛFcΓ. Conversely,

if ίeΓ, then there are cP^C(P) and a nonzero ideal B such that tcP^R and
tβcΛ. Putting X= ΣcPR+B we have that X^F and ί^ci?. Hence t<=RF.
This ccompletes the proof.

Lemma 1.3. We have Tr=T=Th S(R)r=S(R)=S(R)h and (RP\=RP

=(£θι.

Proof. In genera], if G is a right additive topology which consists of a
family of essential right ideals, then (RG)l=RG. For, it holds that x^(RG)f

if and only if x^I* for a finitely generated left J?-ideal IdRG. Then we

can take X^G such that IC.X~l by the same way as the proof of Lemma 1.1
(iii). Hence x^I*d(χ-1)*=X~1. This completes the proof.

Lemma 1.4. IfX^F and Y€ΞFh then Y~loX-^ T.

Proof. We can assume X to be a right α-ideal and Y a left z -ideal. Then
Y-^X-^Xo Yγl=(XY}~1 by [5, Lemma 3]. If c^(XY)~\ then cXd Y'lc:
T=RF. Thus c^HomR(X,RF) which implies c<=RF by [10, Proposition 7.8].

Let IF= U /oX~ l> where X ranges over F, for a right z -ideal /.

Lemma 1.5. The following statements hold for a right v-ideal I.

(i) IF is a right T-ideal and a v-ideal as a right T-ideal.

(ii) IfldR, then IF=Tif and only if
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(iii) IfXtΞF, then (X^)F~T.

Proof, (i); IfX,YξΞF,thenIoX-1+IoY-1c:(IoX-1+IoY-γ=Io(χ-ι+

y-1)*=/o(J5Γn F)-1 by [5, Lemma 3J. Thus loX^+IoY'^If. Let ttΞT,
FeFsuch that ίe Y~\ x^IoX~l for XtΞF, and Z= {r<Ξ#; tr^X} ZΞF. Then

we have xXdl and xtZdxXc.1, which implies (jcfS+JoZ-^Zc/ and xtS+

/oZ'1 to be a right S-ideal with S=Oj(Z). Since we can take X to be a right
l, Z is also a right ^-ideal by [5, Lemma 3]. Thus xt^(xtS-\-IoZ~1)c:

Hence IF is a right Γ-ideal. To prove that IF is a ϋ-ideal as a right T-ideal, it
suffices to show (IFγ

l=(Γl)Fl. Then we have (/F)-I-I=(/?|

I)-I=(/-I-I)F=/F.
Now, let x be a regular element in (If)'1 and /=(ΛI/?+ •••+#,,/?)*. Then there
exists FίΞF, with a^eF"1, since xldT. We have */=*(#!# H ----- {-aJR)*==
(ΛflxΛH ----- h^wΛ)*c(F-1)*-y-1, and then Λ:eΛ;(/o/-1)=(Λ;/)o/-1cy-1o/-1c

(/"I)F/ Hence (/F)~1c(/~1)F/ by [3, Lemma 2.2]. Conversely, let 3; be a
regular element in (I~1)Fr Then there exists Y^Ft with^e F"^/"1. For any

-YeF, we haveX/oJT-^rzry/oJS-ϊc F^oJ^^c Γ by Lemma 1.4. Thusj /^C Γ,
that is, jye^)"1. Hence again by [3, Lemma 2.2] (I~l)Fjc:(IF)~l. This com-
pletes the proof, (li); If 7cΛ, then IoX-ίc.RoX-1=χ-1c:T for any XεΞF,
that is, IF is an integral right Γ-ideal. It holds that IF=T<^> 1 e/F<=* 1 e/o^Γ"1

for some XeF^^C/<=>/eF. (iii); We have (X^f^X'^'^X-1-1)^

= Γby(i), (ii), and-y-^eF.

Lemma 1.6. IfP^P and A is a nonzero ideal of R, then ARP=(ARP)l=

(RpA)r=RPA.

Proof. If ARp=RP, then ^ΠC(P)φφ which implies RPA=RP=ARP.
Thus we assume ΛP^[φjRp, that is, Ad P. If AP~mRP^FRP for every integer
in ̂ 1, then -AP- cP. For AP~kc:P implies, AP-^dPP^dR. If Ap-(*+1>

ΦP, then AP-(k+v Π C(P)Φφ, that is, AP-(k+l>RP=RP which is a contradiction.
Thus AP~(k+^dP and the assertion holds by induction. There is an increasing
chain of proper right ideals of jRP;

which must stabilize since RP is noetherian. Therefore there is an integer n
such that ARPP-*=ARPP-<n+1l We have RPARP=RPARPP-1 and ΛpP^C
Or(RPARp)=RP which is a contradiction. Thus AP~mRP=RP for some integer
m> 1. Let m be the smallest such integer. We conclude that AP~(m~υCP and
then AP~mc:R which implies AP~m Π C(P)Φφ. Thus Ap-mRP=RP=RPAP-m

y

and then RPA^RPAp-mPm=AP-mRPP
m=ARP. By the similar way we have

ARP^>RPA. Hence ARP=RPA. Now, it suffices to show ARP=(ARP)l. Let

0 be a regular element in A such that ARP=aRP=RPa and tfe^l^p)/. Then
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there exists J=Ral-\ ----- \-RandARP with #e/*, Put a—r^a for
(ί=l, -,«). We have Λe/*=(Σ?
Hence (ARP)lClARp. This completes the proof.

Lemma 1.7. Lέtf A be an R-ideal in R. Then A*= Π P<=pARP Π S(R).

Proof. Since (^-^4)*=.R, we have A*A^ctP and ̂ -^φP, that is, RP=
RPA*A-I=A~IARP for ail P<EΞP. Thus ^*Up=^*(4-i^)JRJ,=iZp(^M-1)^=
RpA=ARP by Lemma 1.6 and A*S(R)=AS(R)=S(R). Hence we have ,4*=

)= nP&ARPϊ\AS(R) by [3, Corollary 4.2].

Let P^PQ, P' the corresponding unique maximal ideal of J?P, and P"=
P' Π Γ the minimal prime z -ideal of Γ. Then P"RP=P'=PRPy since Γ is
Krull in the sense of [4]. It is noted that the same proof as Lemma 1.7 yields
B*= Π P^PQBRP Π S(R) for every ideal B of T. We shall write IF=IoRF=IoT
for a right z -ideal /.

Lemma 1.8. We have (Pn)*oT=To(Pn)*=(P"n)*=PnRpΓ\ T far every
PeP0 and every natural number n.

Proof. Since (P")*oΓ is a right ϋ-ideal by Lemma 1.5, we have (Pn)*oΓ=
n wen* o W,. n 5(Λ) D n Pi(ΞPop

nRPins(R) = PΛRP n T=P"URP n τ=
(P//w)*. On the other hand, (Pn)*°7Ί-((Pw)*Γ)/C(PΛ)*ΛPn T=PnRPΓl T by
Lemmas l.l(ii), 1.6, and 1.7. Hence (Pn)*oΓ-PwΛPnΓ=(P//Λ)* By the
similar way T Π PnRP= To(P")*. This completes the proof.

Lemma 1.9. (i) // A is a v-ideal of R, then AoT= ToA is a v-ίdeal of T.
(ii) // A1' is a v-ideal of T, then A=A"Γ(R is a v-ideal of R and A"=AoT.

Proof, (i), Let 4=(Pfi-Pi*)* with Pi^P0(i=lJ -, /) and PyeΞP-P0

(j= /+ 1 , . . , k). Since A o T is a right ^ -ideal, ^4 o Γ= Π pyep0(^ ° ̂ )^py Π 5(Λ) Z)

n P^PQARPj n S(Λ) - n LiP? .̂ n τ= (PΓ1)* n - n (PΓ/)*. On the other
hand, AoT=(Af)lc: Π pep0^ΛP n S(Λ)= Π {.ιP?Ί?P| Π Γ=(Pί/βι)* Π n-<P{/e/)*.
Thus ^oT=(Pί/Λι)* n ••• n (PΊ'*ι)*=ToA by the similar way. (ii); It holds that
{P"; PeP0} is the set of all prime α-ideals of Γ(cf, [4, Proposition 1.7]). Thus
we have ̂ -(P )̂* Π - Π (?'{"*}* =Pn^RPl Π T Π •- Π PW?P, Π Γ by Lemma 1.8.

Hence A=(PϊιRPlΓ\R)Γl - n(PW2P|nΛ)=(Pίι)*n - n(«*)* ίs a ^ideal of

Λ. Moreover, we have ^oΓ=((PJι)* Π •- Π (Pί*)*)oΓ=(P?ι)*oΓ Π - Π (P?*)*o

Γ^(P/

1

/Λι)*n n(P/Λ)*=^// bY Lemmas 1.1 (ix) and 1.8. This completes
the proof.

Theorem 1.10. T is a Krull order in Q.

Proof. In order to prove T to be Krull, it suffices to show S(R)=S(T),
because T is Krull in the sense of [4] (cf. [4, Proposition 1.2]). Let A be a
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fl-ideal of R. Then ̂ "^oΓ is also a ϋ-ideal of Γand A

S(T) by the proof of Lemma 1.5 (i). Thus S(R) C S(T). Conversely, let A" be

a ϋ-ideal of T and A=A" f] 1? a α-ideal of #. Then (̂ ί"

(S(R))r=S(R). Hence S(R)=S(T) and thus Γ is Krull.

Corollary 1.11. T/" &>e choose P0 such that P—P0 is a finite set, then R=

ΓΠΓ', where T= Π P<=PoRP Π S(R) is a Krull order and T'= ΓiPe=p-p0Rp is a
bounded Dedekind prime ring, and is a right and left principal ideal ring.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 1.10 and [3, Lemma 3.3].

Now, we specially choose P0 to be the set of all invertible prime ideals.
Then T is an P/-order in the sense of Cozzens and Sandomierski [1], here
an order in a simple artinian ring is said to be an Rl-order, its two-sided ϊ -ideals
form a group under the ordinary multiplication.

Theorem 1.12. If P0 is the set cf all invertible prime ideals of R, then T—

Π P<=p0Rp n S(R) is an Rl-ordei .

Proof. It holds that {P"; P"=P' Γ) T and Pr is a unique maximal ideal of
RP, PeP0} is the set of all minimal prime ideals of T. Thus by [1, Proposition

2.4] we only show that each P" is invertible. Let x e P" and X e F with x e X~l.

Then xX dR Π P'=P and xRP=xXRPc:PRP. We have x<=PRP Π Pi<=p0RPi Π S(R)
= nPi€=p0PRPiΓ(S(R)=PT by the invertibility of P and [6, Proposition 2.1].
Thus P"CPΓ. The converse inclusion is clear, so that P"=PT. By the same
way we have P"=TP. Hence P" is invertible.

We shall give the structure of the integral τ -ideals of R.

Theorem 1.13. Let R be a Krull order in Q and A a v-ideal of R. Then
A=Pΐι Pn

k*B=BPtι Pn

kk, where each Pi is invertible (ί=l, ,Λ) and B is a v-
ideal such that Bΰ~.P for every invertible prime ideal P.

Proof. Let ί̂ = (Pfι — PJtPJil1 — P?/)*, where each Pi is an invertible
prime ideal (/=!, * ,^) and each P is a noninvertible prime ϋ-ideal (j=k-\-ly •••,
/). Then by [1, Lemma 2.1] we have that (P;ι-Pί*)-14=((Pϊι-Pϊ*)-1-4)*=

((Pιi P**)"1(Pιi P7/))* = (P*Jΐ1 P70* = β is a 0-ideal. It is clear that B
satisfies the condition of the theorem. Hence A=P^'^PPB. Starting with
^ = (p£*y...p?/P«ι...p2*)* We get ^ = 5Pfι — PJ*. This completes the
proof.

2. Maximal orders over unique factorization domains

Throughout this section, let I? be a unique factorization domain and Λ
a maximal 7?-order in the sense of Fossum [2], that is, Λ satisfies the following
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conditions;

(i) #CΛ.

(ii) jfiΓΛ=Σ, where K is the quotient field of R and Σ is a central simple
J^-algebra.

(iii) Each element of Λ is integral over R.

Let £P be the set of all minimal prime ideals of jR, ^i={p^^\ the minimal

prime ideal P of Λ with P Π R=p is invertible in Λ}, 9?2=3?— 3>l9 ΛI= Π p<= ̂ Λ^,
and Λ2= Π^e^Λ^. It is well-known that there is a unique minimal prime ideal

P of Λ with p=P Π R for every p<=£>. Let δ be the different of Λ, that is, δ=

C(Λ)'1, where C(Λ) is the complementary ideal, C(Λ)={#eΣ; tr(xΛ)C.R}, in

which tr denotes the usual trace function in a simple algebra [8]. Let P^ yPn

be all minimal primes of Λ which contain δ. We shall classify the minimal

primes of Λ with respect to the invertibility.

Lemma 2.1. If P is a minimal prime of Λ with PΦP^'—I, ••-,#), then

P=pA(p=PΓ}R) is invertible. If P is one of P sy then]

(i) There is an integer t> 1 such that Pl=ph.(p=-P (Ί#)<=>P is invertible.

(ii) Ptή=pA(p=PΓ\R) for any integer t^P is not invertible.

Proof. By [9, §5] we only prove the second statement, (i); =Ξ>: Since

pA. is invertible by hypothesis, P is, too. <==: There is an integer t>l such that

Pp=pλp. If ?e^ with ?Φ£. thenP^/>Λ?=Λg. ThusP'= n^-SP* ΠgeΞίPpΛ*
=£>Λ, since P' and pA are ί -ideals. Now, (ii) holds at once.

Theorem 2.2. Let Λ, Λ!, and Λ2 are the same as in the first paragraph of

this section. Then Λ=Λ!nΛ 2, where Λx is an Rl-order and Λ2 is a bounded
Dedekίnd prime ring, and is a right and left principal ideal ring.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.1, Corollary 1.11, and Theorem 1.12.

Applying Theorem 1.13 to a z -ideal of Λ we get the following.

Proposition 2.3. If A is a v-dίeal of Λ, then AA1 is also a v-ideal of Λ!.

Proof. Lei A=Pίι P?'ΰ, where P/s are minimal primes with P, Π Re5^

and B is a ΐ -ideal of Λ such that jBcJlP for every minimal prime P with P Γ\R€Ξ

3*1. Let £)be a minimal prime ideal of Λ with q=QΓ[R^S>

2z&&Rι= Γip^^Rp
Then q=zR for #eP, since R is a unique factorization domain. We have qRι=
zRi= Γ}p^$>1zRp=R1, and then qA.1=A1 which implies jJΛ^Λ!. Therefore,

jBΛ^Λi. Hence ^4Λ1=Pϊι P?'Λ1 is a ̂ -ideai of Λ! (in fact, an invertible ideal).

3. Example. In this section, we study an example of a maximal 72-ordeι

which has a noninvertible prime α-ideal.

REMARK. It was shown in [1, §2] that an arbitrary maximal P-order,
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where R is a noetherian integrally closed domain, is an ΛΓ-order. However,
the following example turns out to be the counter example of this statement.

Now, our example is originated by Ramras [7]. Let k be a perfect field of

characteristic Φ 2, R=k[[X, Y]] with X and Y transcendental over k, and K=

k((X, Y)). Let 2 be the quaternion algebra K[l,a,β,aβ] with a2=X, β2=

Y(Y-X) (Y+X), and βa=-aβ. Then the tf-free order R[l,a,β,aβ]=Δ
is a maximal Λ-order in 2 by [7]. We shall compute the different δ of Λ, and for
the reader's convermence we state the process of it. Let L=K(β) be the cyclic
extension of K and Σ=L0Lα. We put a=k—βlfθΐ any a=k+βl<=L(k,l^K).
L is the splitting field of Σ and the ring isomorphism L®KΣ~M2(L) is given by

fa 0\ /O Xb\
1 ® a -M and 1 0 αδ -> for ay b e L (cf . [8, Example 9.4]) . Thus

\0 a) \b O/
fr(#):=tf+fl for x=a+ab^Σ. Let tf,je2 and X=kl+βl1+a(k2+βl2),y=m1+
βn1+a(m2+βn2) (k^m^n^K). Then:

ι— Xl2m2)

^
where ψ=Y(Y— X) (Y+X). Now, we get tr(xy)=2(k1m1+Xk2m2+ψl1n1—

, and then 8=

P~{y=m1+βn1+a(m2+βn2)<=A; m^m^^), n1}n2<=R}y

where ψ1= F, ψ2= F— JSΓ, ψ3= F+^Γ(ί= 1, 2, 3). Thus Pi D 8(/=0, 1,2, 3),P0 is
invertible, each P, is a ϋ-ideal, since Pr1={^=:^i+yS/i+a(^2+^2)e2; /ι,/2^
(l/ψ f )l?, A!,^^/?} (ί=l,2,3). Since αΛ(X) = RadΛ(X) and /3Λ(ψ.)=RadΛ(ψ.),
each Pf.(i=0, 1, 2, 3) is a prime ideal by the equations αΛ(X> Π Λ— P0, /3Λ(ψ.) Π A=
Pf (ί=l,2,3). If Pt (/=l,2,3) is invertible, then there exist ksjίlsj)msj)nsj^

Λ(ί=l,2y=lΓ sOsuchthatψ,^^^
2y/2>W2j=l However, the left hand side of this equation is contained in (Jf, F)
which is a contradiction. Thus each P, is not invertible (ί= 1,2,3). It holds
that Pl= XK, P—βΛ+ψiA, and no power of Pf. equals ψf.Λ(/= 1, 2, 3). If P is

a minimal prime ideal which contains δ, then P fll?D(-3fy). Thus P 0/2= (-X)
or (ψ J which implies that P equals one of P/s(/=0, 1,2,3).

Summarizing the above results we get the followings. Λ is a maximal
jR-order which has the prime z -ideals P, (/=0, 1,2,3). P0 is invertible, P0ΦJΓΛ,
and Pl=XK and P, is noninvertible, P{Φ-ψ f Λ for any positive integer t, and

P£=j8A+ψlΛ(ί=l,2,3). Every prime z -ideal P=t=P,.(i=0,l,2,3) is invertible
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